


This place is not on the list



This place does not exist



Unlisted are the only two villas in the 

world fitted with interiors by Pagani. 

These exquisite villas come with their 

own private entrance and offer an 

unmatched level of specifications, in a 

prime location on the Dubai Canal.

Here, nothing is left to chance.  

least of all, privacy. 

T H I S  P L A C E  I S





The freedom of getting in and 
out without anyone noticing.

Walk into 
        your own lobby



The bliss of escaping to a  
world of ultimate seclusion.

        An elevator that
exists for you only



Every aspect is meticulously 
perfected with exquisite 
attention to detail, using only the 
finest materials in a tastefully 
harmonious design.

Highest villa 
specification 
in Dubai







Your private island in the 
middle of the buzz. This is 
what it means to have your 
private pool and terrace 
directly on the Dubai Canal. 
First class amenities to 
be shared only with your 
closest circle.

Private  
Pool



The first tower in the world 
with interiors by Pagani



Discover an exceptional fusion of 
upscale voyeurism and unmatched 
privacy. The villas sit directly by 
the Dubai Canal to ensure every 
moment is ‘to see, and not be seen’. 

Enjoy exclusive panoramic vistas 
of the canal and the beautiful 
surroundings, without a single head 
turning your way.

Hide & See:
The Views



Nothing is left behind when you live in 
a world of exclusivity. The residential 
services will meet any of your desires: our 
highly professional team will be available 
24/7 to help you with housekeeping, 
arranging dinner plans or making the 
reservations you need.

Conciergerie, 
       crafted



V I L L A S 
S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

&
F L O O R  P L A N S
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Construction guidelines | Ceiling and lighting

Ceiling and lighting
Light creates emotions, a special ligthing in a closed enviroment is very important 
for underline the  design and shapes beauty. 

Each inner area of Pagani Showrooms requires orientable spot lights and dimmable 
lighting system to secure a perfect control of the light direction and intensity.

Pagani recommends warm white LED lamp. The warm light is able to give a 
special warm atmosphere to each areas. (3.000 - 3.500 Kelvin)

Pagani Spotlights
Pagani Spotlights are inspired by Pagani car headlights, recalling their long and
elliptical design. They are crafted in Italy in the Pagani atelier according to the
traditional style of the Modenese brand materials: carbon fiber, aluminium, and
custom-made titanium screws. LED RGBW can be regulated in brightness and
colour both via bluetooth, remote control and the mobile application for Android
and iOS.

The lighting layout is studied by Pagani based on the dealer specific floorplans.

T H E  P A G A N I  L O U N G E


